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A B S T R A C T

In recent years, interest and investment in health and mental health smartphone apps have grown significantly.
However, this growth has not been followed by an increase in quality and the incorporation of more advanced
features in such applications. This can be explained by an expanding fragmentation of existing mobile platforms
along with more restrictive privacy and battery consumption policies, with a consequent higher complexity of
developing such smartphone applications. To help overcome these barriers, there is a need for robust, well-
designed software development frameworks which are designed to be reliable, power-efficient and ethical with
respect to data collection practices, and which support the sense-analyse-act paradigm typically employed in
reactive mHealth applications. In this article, we present the AwarNS Framework, a context-aware modular
software development framework for Android smartphones, which facilitates transparent, reliable, passive and
active data sampling running in the background (sense), on-device and server-side data analysis (analyse),
and context-aware just-in-time offline and online intervention capabilities (act). It is based on the principles of
versatility, reliability, privacy, reusability, and testability. It offers built-in modules for capturing smartphone
and associated wearable sensor data (e.g. IMU sensors, geolocation, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth scans, physical
activity, battery level, heart rate), analysis modules for data transformation, selection and filtering, performing
geofencing analysis and machine learning regression and classification, and act modules for persistence and
various notification deliveries. We describe the framework’s design principles and architecture design, explain
its capabilities and implementation, and demonstrate its use at the hand of real-life case studies implementing
various mobile interventions for different mental disorders used in clinical practice.
1. Introduction

As of 2021, roughly 80% of the world’s population has access
to a smartphone [1,2]. This widespread proliferation, along with the
possibilities these devices bring to health [3] and particularly mental
health [4], provide a promising opportunity to make health services
accessible to a broader population. They are capable of reducing bar-
riers to access to (mental) health care [5], such as cost, availability of
treatment or social stigma of disorders [6]. Mobile Health (mHealth)
apps have the potential to deliver psychological treatment through
patients’ self-applied interventions or by following a blended therapy
format [4,7]. While healthcare service users are increasingly willing
to use such medical apps, even more in the post-COVID era [8], also
practitioners stand to benefit from higher availability, potential cost
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reductions [9] and faster access to relevant information [10]. In 2020,
investment in mHealth was the third biggest investment in digital
health worldwide [11].

While a large body of studies praises their potential, others highlight
the difficulty to get mobile applications to support mental health done
right [12,13]. Technical complexity, development costs, regulatory
requirements and user acceptance form important challenges towards
effective, full-fledged mobile health solutions [14].

One decade after the initial optimism and expectations raised at
the start of the mHealth revolution [15], the reality is that we have
barely scratched the surface of what smartphones can technically of-
fer [16]. According to a recent systematic review [17], the major-
ity of mobile apps developed for mental health disorders do not yet
consider the variety and potential of the device’s embedded sensors
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or advanced (client-side) data analytics, even though these are key
ingredients to monitor and understand the patient’s behaviour in real-
time, and offer true ecological momentary assessments (EMA) and
nterventions (EMI) [18]. Indeed, a recent study confirms that only

small percentage of health apps in commercial marketplaces har-
ess the potential of built-in smartphone sensors for diagnosis and
reatment [19]. The technical and managerial complexity inherent to
eveloping multidisciplinary mHealth apps [14] is hampering more
dvanced mobile solutions and is further exacerbated by constant
echnological change. The diversity of smartphone manufacturers, each
ith their software layer(s) on top of the mobile operating system,
hich imposes operational restrictions due to privacy and battery con-

erns, further complicates development [20]. Indeed, several mHealth
pplications report unreliability of their data collection processes re-
ulting in missing data [21]. Data missingness has consistently been a
urdle for smartphone-based data collection, and – with few exceptions
remains largely unreported. In addition, there are other technical

hallenges and trade-offs (battery usage versus data collection strategy;
eal-time versus batch data processing) for which there is no consensus
n their solution, as the use cases of each application have specific
echnical needs and requirements [22].

Closely related to technical challenges is the cost incurred to de-
elop mobile mHealth apps. It is estimated that even a low-feature
obile health app costs between $70.000 and $150.000 when de-

eloped from scratch, an amount higher than typically foreseen by
esearch grants [14,23]. Even adding a feature to an existing app proves
urdensome, and financial restrictions may stall development [24].
hen more advanced features – such as passive sensing or advanced

ata analysis [20,22] – need to be implemented, development costs
ncrease significantly. Feature fragmentation, where different OS ver-
ions require different implementations for the same feature, further
tresses development efforts [25]. The current shortage of software
evelopers [26], and the need for multi-disciplinary teams (health-
are specialists — software developers) [14], puts further pressure on
he development costs. Given these budgetary constraints, researchers
ostly opt to use ‘‘generic’’, closed-box solutions developed by indus-

ry, which generally do not fully cover their needs [27]. For example,
e-usable development libraries by industry giants, such as Apple’s
esearchKit, or the more recently proposed ‘‘no-coding platforms’’,
o not cover more complex necessities of state-of-the-art mHealth
olutions [28]. Even though the costs of developing and maintaining
Health apps are known to be high, and dependent on each specific
se case covered, they remain largely unrecognised and undocumented
n the literature [29], and mHealth app development costs are seen
s an impediment to advance in the domain [30], as is development
ime [27].

Finally, regarding regulatory requirements, several studies highlight
n almost general lack of privacy policies and Terms of Agreement
n mental health apps and, when present, they often show misleading
anguage [13,31]. This is particularly concerning in apps that con-
tantly monitor the private and personal data of patients, as users fear
heir data may be disclosed [32]. In the long term, the lack of atten-
ion to privacy might generate an increasing mistrust among current
nd potential users [12], and negatively affect uptake and retention
ates of mHealth applications. Regulatory initiatives, such as Europe’s
DPR, have been raising awareness of the issue, and within the re-

earch community, privacy design and development guidelines [33]
nd trustworthiness checklists [34] have been proposed. ‘‘Privacy by
esign’’, whereby mHealth apps and frameworks incorporate privacy in
heir development process, is hereby considered a promising research
irection.

In summary, developing mHealth apps is a challenging, costly and
ime-consuming endeavour, even for relatively simple apps, and all the
ore so for apps which aim to systematically (passively) collect sensor
2

nd/or patients data, analyse and act in (quasi) real-time upon it, as
Table 1
Statement of significance.

Problem There exists no generic solution to reliably
sample patients’ context through smartphones,
analyse the data and react to its changes on the
device, which is critical for the success of digital
phenotyping and just-in-time assessments and
interventions.

What
is Already Known

Existing tools can sample the context, but they
are either intrusive or struggle with phone OS’
background execution restrictions. Only a few
can deliver assessments and interventions but
rely on external servers to analyse the data.

What
this Paper Adds

A versatile, reusable framework to develop
reactive mHealth applications, based on reliable
systematic context sampling while preserving
privacy, to enable timely (offline) assessments
and interventions.

is required for state-of-art EMAs and EMIs. Furthermore, the recent re-
search in digital biomarkers and digital phenotyping [35], which aims
to quantify human behaviours with respect to mental health, requires
reliable, high-frequency monitoring information over a longer period.
In this article, we aim to mitigate these technical, budgetary and regu-
latory challenges, by offering AwarNS, an Android-based open-source,
modular, re-usable and extensible context-aware development frame-
work. It follows the sense-analyse-act paradigm, widely used in Internet
of Things-driven scenarios [36], and encapsulates shared, common
functionalities of this paradigm. At the core of the framework lies our
NativeScript Task Dispatcher (NTD), a resource-efficient and reliable
task scheduling and execution model, which was empirically proven to
provide systematic reliable background execution (e.g., sensing) over
extended periods in Android smartphones [20]. Its reactive, event-
driven task model furthermore allows running arbitrary tasks triggered
by temporal or data-driven events, which enables app developers to
implement just-in-time, context-aware EMAs and EMIs. AwarNS pro-
vides the necessary data collection mechanisms and data representation
models (sense), real-time analysis facilities (analyse), and generic, ex-
tensible tasks (act), while being extensible for developers to plug in
custom analysis and concrete domain- or application-specific behaviour
as required by the application scenario at hand. Furthermore, it oper-
ates solely on the phone, with no external server-side dependencies –
even though optional remote server synchronisation is supported – ,
making it suitable for offline and privacy-strict scenarios.

AwarNS thus allows mHealth application developers to monitor
and detect changes in a wide variety of contextual features offered
by smartphones, while solving and hiding the technical complexity of
reliable (background) data collection and (real-time) task scheduling
on smartphones, even across subsequent OS versions. The modular
nature of the framework and the availability of flexible, re-usable
sense-analyse-act building blocks, along with its open-source nature
(see [37]) and extensive technical documentation, helps to minimise
development time and cost. AwarNS was furthermore designed with
privacy and regulatory concerns in mind (e.g., the possibility to apply
data filtering or transformations before storage), and has proven its
usefulness in the development of various mHealth applications (see
Section 5). Table 1 summarises the significance of this work.

In literature, researchers have indeed recognised the need to re-
duce development burden and costs, first by reusing applications and
tools [38–40], and beyond this, through generic, adaptable solutions
– just like AwarNS – that aim to simplify the development, main-
tenance and cost of context-aware (mHealth) apps. A representative
selection of the most relevant solutions is presented in Section 6, and
compared to our solution based on an extended version of Kumar
et al.’s comparison dimensions [41]. We distinguish between applica-

tion development frameworks [42–45], such as AwarNS, which allow
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developers to implement their mHealth application using common
and reusable functionality, and software platforms [46–53], which are
aimed at lab technicians and offer out-of-the-box tools configurable
to some degree. In both groups, open-source solutions allow some
degree of modification to suit specific application use cases [38,39],
while commercial platforms are closed-sourced and heavily restricted
in customisation [27]. As identified in a recent systematic review by
Kumar et al. [41], these solutions have shown the potential to sim-
plify the implementation of behavioural (e.g., risk behaviours, obesity
monitoring, assessing the relationship between behavioural trends and
academic performance, etc.), mental health (e.g., tracking symptoms
of depression, anxiety, bipolar disorder, etc.) and physiological health
(e.g., heart rate monitoring, detect and intervene on heart failure,
elevated blood pressure, etc.) mobile applications. However, as the
authors point out: ‘‘[a]dding support for high-level feature extraction
on smartphones has the potential of enabling the design of advanced
just-in-time interventions in health sensing applications’’ [41, p. 8:20].
The ability to analyse collected data on the device and deliver just-in-
time interventions based on the results of those analyses is, precisely,
one of the key differentiating factors of AwarNS. All of the analysed
solutions have been used in a variety of use cases, demonstrating their
versatility and re-usability. AwarNS positions itself alongside the open-
source application development frameworks yet distinguishes itself
by:

• its modular and pluggable software architecture, which allows
including or excluding functionality as required by each use case.

• its proven reliable background data collection engine, which
ensures an uninterrupted data flow.

• its ability to schedule and execute arbitrary tasks (i.e. custom
code) based on data (e.g., the user’s location), temporal
(e.g., daily) or external triggers (e.g., UI interactions, server-sent
events), or other tasks’ results, which enables the delivery of
just-in-time assessments (EMAs) and interventions (EMIs).

• the seamless integration and scheduling of sense-analyse-act tasks,
where tasks can be chained and one task may act upon or trigger
other tasks, which means that the result of a data collection
task may trigger an (on-device or server-side) data analysis task,
which in turn may trigger additional data collection and/or an
intervention action (EMI).

• the inclusion of primitives to support the sense-analyse-act
paradigm (e.g. passive and active data collection, mobile phone
and wearable sensors support, built-in location-based and ma-
chine learning-based analyses).

• its built-in support for Test-driven Development (TDD), which
promotes the technical soundness of framework extensions and
usage.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Sections 2–4 present
he design principles, the architecture design and implementation high-
ights of the framework. Section 5 presents some of the use cases and
pplications where the framework has been used. Section 6 includes
ualitative analysis and comparison with existing solutions. Last, Sec-
ion 7 includes a conclusion of the work presented here and future
ork.

. AwarNS framework: Design principles

The AwarNS Framework is a mobile software framework intended
o simplify the development of smartphone applications that base their
unctionality on systematic data acquisition and/or event-based task
xecutions, and are capable of reacting to changes detected in the
ontext of the user, all being done right on the device. AwarNS-based
martphone applications silently run in the background, monitoring the
atients and their context through passive or active data captures, until
3

relevant event occurs. Captured events trigger custom, user-developed
actions to, for instance, analyse collected data, gather additional infor-
mation, request further input or actions, or communicate to the user.
Even though it is more generally applicable, AwarNS was conceived in
the context of health and mental health applications (see Section 5).

The design of the framework was informed by an extensive sys-
tematic literature review [54] studying and comparing 158 mental
health mobile applications to understand the status quo and identify
common components, a comprehensive comparison of existing generic
solutions to develop mHealth applications (see Section 6), and our
own experience developing a variety of mHealth applications used in
research and clinical practice (see Section 5). Based on this, a set
of design principles was discerned – versatility (i.e., enabling distinct
use cases), reliable execution, privacy preservation, code reuse, and
software verification and validation through well-established testing
practices – which we list and explain below.

2.1. Versatility

Versatile software solutions help reduce technical complexity and
development costs by hiding intricate technical details behind sim-
pler – composable and extendable – abstractions whilst at the same
time reducing developer overhead by allowing the selection of subsets
of segregated features (modularity) [55]. mHealth applications with
different requirements imply multiple and diverse features, some of
them are common across many apps, while others are domain- or
even app-specific. AwarNS aims to incorporate a broad set of common
features, while still allowing app developers the flexibility to select
which features to use and/or customise, to compose a new feature from
the pool of existing features, or to add new custom features. While
this promotes feature and code reusability, it also requires a certain
degree of versatility to allow developers to adapt, extend, or modify
AwarNS to concrete needs and contexts. AwarNS achieves this through
modularity, composability and extensibility: it offers a modular and
versatile design composed of a minimum set of (required) features
through a core package, while the rest of the features are contained
in isolated packages (modules) that can be optionally independently
included in apps. Furthermore, AwarNS promotes the development
of small, specific features as extensions and compositions of existing
features (see next Section 3), and a plugin architecture which allows
developers to develop and integrate completely new packages.

2.2. Reliability

Reliable software solutions also aim to reduce development costs
and increase user acceptance, as they lead to fewer reported errors
that need to be addressed and overall higher user satisfaction because
the software works as intended [56]. A natural consequence of custom
and from-scratch app development is that every time, similar and
recurring problems are faced, and critical issues may be over-sighted.
Reliable background task scheduling is one such recurring problem,
which is technically challenging and further complicated by subtle
barriers that some mobile OS (custom layers) impose. This results in
missing data samples when an event occurs, causing the data and the
associated event to be lost. Indeed, several mHealth researchers report
a significant amount of missing data measurements (e.g. [21]), which
consequently negatively impacts the subsequent data analyses and
(assessment and intervention) decisions made later on. The AwarNS
framework employs at its core the NativeScript Task Dispatcher, which
is experimentally shown to be highly reliable when it comes to exe-
cuting scheduled background tasks (e.g. data measurements — passive
sensing) [20]. It takes into account feature fragmentation, hides the
technical complexity for app developers, and provides abstractions to

simplify the definition and planning of these background activities.
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2.3. Privacy

Privacy-preserving software solutions help to meet regulatory re-
quirements and increase user acceptance by working with and storing –
anonymised when possible – minimally necessary sensitive data while
respecting user’s privacy [57]. Detecting changes in multiple health
conditions means that a large variety and amount of data must be
collected and analysed, but for ethical and privacy reasons, only the
information relevant to the clinical practice should be stored. Collecting
and storing unnecessary data is considered invasive to users’ privacy
and against ethical standards in clinical practices. Therefore, it is vital
that mHealth apps only store the necessary patient data and avoid
data exchange and/or external storage when possible. AwarNS’s design
takes these considerations in mind in several ways. Firstly, it works
completely on the user’s phone and offers complete freedom regarding
which data to collect and at which sampling frequency, to adjust it to
the needs of each use case. The data collection and storage processes are
also completely decoupled, allowing the collected data to be processed
in memory and only kept as long as necessary before it is discarded
(e.g., location data used to determine presence at a certain place). By
default, data storage occurs locally first (on the user’s device), option-
ally offering the ability to implement custom adapters to synchronise
that data remotely, where additional filters (before synchronisation)
can be applied. Lastly, related to transparency, every acquisition of
sensitive data in the background is done through a foreground service,
which comes with a notification informing the user that the AwarNS
Framework is being used by the app, only while data is being collected
in the background.

2.4. Re-usability

Re-usable software solutions aim to reduce technical complexity and
development costs by fully or partially covering the features required
by one or more application use cases [58]. Common practice reported
in mHealth literature is to create ad-hoc apps for a particular study
case and/or cohort of patients, which are often unavailable beyond
the original research setting and are closed-source. A logical conse-
quence is that shared functionalities, such as systematic sensor data
collection or sending notifications, are re-developed over and over
again, and valuable implementation experience and best practices are
lost. In this research, we couple an extensive literature review [54]
to understand the necessities and current state-of-the-art in the field,
a thorough understanding of the technical challenges [20,22] and our
multiple years of experience developing mHealth solutions for different
usage scenarios (see Section 5), to bundle base/core processes and
features to develop context-aware (reactive) mHealth applications into
the AwarNS Framework. Therefore, AwarNS offers common re-usable
functionality such as reliable task scheduling and execution, acquiring
built-in and wearable sensor data, active sensing, data persistence, (op-
tional) remote collected/generated data synchronisation, notifications
delivery and specific data analysis (i.e. geofencing, machine learning
algorithms), all while hiding the underlying technicalities from the
mobile app developers. The framework is designed to be modular and
re-usable, yet also extensible through a plugin-based architecture. This
allows developers to compose new features from a pool of existing and
thoroughly tested ones while keeping the freedom to customise them
or extend the framework with use case-specific functionality. Indeed,
the evolution towards re-usable software development is common in
maturing fields, where basic necessities and common solution patterns
have crystalised.

2.5. Testability

Testable software solutions help to reduce development costs and
meet regulatory requirements by enabling test automation, which re-
duces time spent on software validation and increases the chances of
4

complying with Software as a Medical Device (SaMD) regulations [59].
Medical devices pass rigorous testing procedures to ensure they work as
expected in typical usage scenarios. They must conform to a specifica-
tion, be validated by experts and put in practice through several trials
during their development before being granted a trust certification.
We have a strong belief that health and mental health apps should be
no exception, and it is unacceptable to deliver a medical application
whose features have not been verified and validated by technicians
and experts. AwarNS addresses technical verification, by applying well-
established software testing practices and paradigms which combine
acceptance, integration and unit testing. We followed the well-known
Test-driven Development (TDD) paradigm, also known as test-first
development, ensuring that the implementation of the Framework’s
logic and features is technically sound. The used simulation and testing
tools allow us to simulate any possible usage scenario without the
need to manually perform it, phone in hand, and developed tests are
incremental, to test any task in isolation or combination. Furthermore,
all testing artefacts that were internally used are also exposed for
external validation and use by mobile app developers when using or
extending AwarNS.

3. AwarNS framework: Design and building blocks

AwarNS has been designed as a modular framework, where a
Core package defines a minimal but essential set of features to help
mHealth application developers to create mobile apps exhibiting ad-
vanced context-aware features. In addition, the Core package estab-
lishes a common language for context awareness – in terms of protocols
and data models – so that each optional module communicates con-
sistently with the Core package and with all other modules. The Core
package and some other modules offering commonly shared functional-
ity, which are grouped under the Common category in Fig. 1, form the
basis upon which application developers can develop their mobile apps
according to the Sense-Analyse-Act paradigm. Modules belonging to the
sense category monitor end users and their environment. They observe
some phenomena and dump collected data into the phone’s volatile
memory. Analysis modules require data from the sensing modules or
from other analyses, to compute and/or transform it into relevant
outputs. Act modules perform concrete actions towards end users, and
typically react to the results of certain analyses (analysis module).
Certain modules belong to more than one category. For example, a
module in charge of requesting input from the user acts and senses
at the same time.

The typical workflow is as follows: tasks contained in sensing mod-
ules trigger tasks in analysis modules, which in turn trigger actions de-
clared in acting modules. Nevertheless, each phase is optional (e.g. an
action can be triggered immediately after data collection, without
any analysis, for example, to persist data), and within each phase,
the developer can choose which modules to include and which not
according to the application scenario at hand. As such, the frame-
work complies with the re-usability and versatility principles, and the
modular nature of the Framework, along with the tools provided by
the Core package, makes it natural to re-use functionality common
to many mHealth applications, as well as implement custom modules
with bespoke, single-purpose feature sets. Furthermore, the separation
of concerns greatly facilitates the implementation of best practices to
preserve user privacy, ensure code reuse, and ease testability.

AwarNS relies on an event-driven architecture and uses the Reactive
Programming Paradigm: events drive the workflow execution, and trig-
ger reactive tasks. In AwarNS terminology, workflows are thus known
as task graphs, in which nodes are tasks and vertices denote task execu-
tion orchestration triggered by events. Tasks encode the functionality
of the app, and are either provided by the framework (e.g., sending
notifications to the user, acquiring the user’s location, persisting some
information), based on templates provided by the AwarNS framework
(e.g., generic data acquisition primitives), or custom-made. Tasks are
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Fig. 1. AwarNS Framework conceptual architecture overview, including the module
ategorisation based on the Sense-Analyse-Act paradigm.

eactive to events, which are generated as a result of task execution
r by non-AwarNS entities, such as a button tap or server-sent event.
inally, data – resulting from tasks (e.g., a data analysis) or specialised
ata providers used by tasks (e.g., a geolocation data provider) – flows
hrough the workflow in the form of records, which are extended from
common data model.

Fig. 2 illustrates an example of a task graph for a simplified use
ase of an intervention for patients with gambling disorder. It shows
he graphical representation of the corresponding application workflow
nstrumented with the AwarNS Framework, containing sense, analyse
nd act modules contextualised to the domains of human activity,
eolocation, geofencing, notifications and persistence.

The application workflow in Fig. 2 is organised according to the
ense-analyse-act paradigm (respectively blue, yellow and red in Fig. 2),
nd can be logically divided into four operational phases: workflow
etup, movement detection, location sampling and intervention. The
irst phase, workflow setup, consists of the configuration and wrap-up
f the workflow, which are respectively triggered by the startEvent

and stopEvent, which the application can use to enable and disable
the workflow at any time. The start and stop events enable and disable
the detection of changes in human activity, which guides the rest
of the workflow. The second phase, movement detection, consists of
activating or deactivating recurrent (every minute) geolocation captur-
ing when the user starts (userFinishedBeingStill event) or stops
(userStartedBeingStill event) moving, saving phone resources
when possible. In the third phase, location sampling, each time a
location is acquired, it is analysed to detect entering or exiting an area
of interest (AOI), which are gambling places in this use case. In the
fourth phase, intervention, whenever entering
(movedInsideAreaOfInterest event) or exiting
movedOutsideAreaOfInterest event) an area of interest, a no-

tification is sent to the patient, to dissuade the user from staying
within the area (alert) or to encourage the user to keep avoiding such
areas after leaving them (reinforcement), just as it would do when
supporting a stimulus control treatment component. Throughout the
process, all relevant collected data is also stored locally (using the
writeRecords task), i.e. changes in human activity, captured loca-
tions and variations in the distance (proximity) to specified gambling
areas. To preserve users’ privacy, locations are filtered (using the
filterGeolocationByAoIProximity task) to keep only those within
the range of a gambling establishment, omitting thus those locations
that are not of interest from a clinical practice perspective.

Tasks are implemented in complete isolation, making them indepen-
dent and testable, using the test utilities provided by the Framework.
5

Tasks can be either custom code implemented by a developer from
scratch or based on templates provided by the Framework. In the latter
case, developers are supported with built-in utilities. For example, for
both sense tasks in Fig. 2, i.e. acquiring human activity and geolocation
data, a template is provided by the Framework’s Core package. Devel-
opers only need to specify the output data type of the task and how
it will be obtained, i.e. by specifying the data provider. For example,
the ‘‘Human Activity Detection’’ box wraps two tasks to start and stop
the detection of changes in the activity of the user based on the data
from the corresponding data provider (PushHumanActivityprovider
). A data provider may deploy a push or pull-based strategy for data
retrieval. For example, PushHumanActivityprovider uses a push-
based strategy, as it is unpredictable when changes in human activity
will occur, while PullGeolocationProvider deploys a pull-based
strategy, as geolocation data is likely to be available at a relatively high
frequency.

The Framework provides a common data model (Record ) to fa-
cilitate standardised communication with the Core package and other
modules. This common data model is extended by the
HumanActivityChange, Geolocation and
AoIProximityChange entities (ovals in Fig. 2). As a result, the task
in charge of locally storing the collected data (writeRecords ) under-
stands its content and facilitates its later retrieval. This common data
model can be extended and used by sensing, analysis and acting tasks to
inform about key events that happen over time. AwarNS distinguishes
two types of data, namely those corresponding to instantaneous and
long-lived events, each with its own representation. While the former
is based on single captured data points (i.e., geolocations), the second
is based on changes in state over longer time periods (i.e., human activ-
ity). Support for both data representations in AwarNS’s common data
model ensures specific supporting primitives for querying, analysing
and storing such data.

4. AwarNS framework: Implementation

The AwarNS Framework has been developed using NativeScript,
a cross-platform mobile application development framework, where
developers can code the application views in HTML/CSS and the ap-
plication logic in JavaScript/TypeScript. Unlike other similar web-
based solutions (e.g., Ionic), NativeScript produces native-like appli-
cations, and works with any modern web development framework or
library (e.g., Angular, Vue, React, etc.) or without a framework at all
(i.e., vanilla JavaScript). It also exposes all the existing native APIs
through JavaScript and is interoperable with other well-known mobile
application development frameworks such as Ionic (Portals) and Flutter
(UI). Indeed, as of 2021, the chosen technologies employ the most
widely used programming languages [60], with solid support and large
developer communities and backed by organisations like the OpenJS
Foundation. This favours having a development team to work on a
web-based technology stack for the development of mobile applica-
tions, without hiring another specialised team, for example, in web
development (e.g., to create dashboards, etc.) [25]. Despite the use of a
cross-platform solution, the Framework is currently only supported on
Android devices, due to more restricted access to detection capabilities
and background scheduling in iOS; further investigation on how to cope
with iOS restrictions is foreseen.

During the development of AwarNS-based real-life applications (see
Section 5) and informed by our extensive literature review [54], we
identified several generic, shared sense, analyse and act features and
implemented them as independent, re-usable modules within the frame-
work. That is, the AwarNS Framework follows a modular architecture,
where the Core package is the central actor that provides the essential
building blocks for context-aware (mHealth) applications, and various
optional modules provide more specific functionality. Fig. 3 shows all
currently available modules and the dependencies between them rep-

resented as overlapping shapes. The Core package and Tracing module
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Fig. 2. High-level operation example of the AwarNS Framework applied to intervention for gambling disorder. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
form the Common category on top of which the Framework modules
are grouped according to the Sense-Analyse-Act paradigm (see Fig. 1).
This section is accordingly divided into the Common modules, and the
sensing, analysis and acting modules. Because AwarNS is an extendible
software framework, we also describe the mechanisms which allow the
development of custom sensing, analysis or acting modules/features.

4.1. Common modules

4.1.1. The core package
The heart of the AwarNS Framework is the Core package, which

offers a scheduling mechanism and convenient building blocks to build
(mHealth) applications that gather, analyse and react to contextual
information. It sits on top of the NativeScript Task Dispatcher (NTD)
library, previously developed by the authors [20]. The NTD provides
domain-agnostic task definition and background execution mecha-
nisms, where arbitrary tasks can be triggered by temporal-, data-driven
or external events. That is why, on top of NTD, the Core package pro-
vides further primitives and abstractions to facilitate sense-analyse-act
workflows, namely, (1) Provider Task Templates, which supply generic
data acquisition support, to greatly simplify the implementation of data
acquisition tasks; (2) Data Provider interfaces, which specify how data
is collected and whether the pre-conditions for performing the data
collection are met, and their concrete Data Provider implementations,
which can be plugged into Task Templates and provide concrete data
collection; and (3) the Record, a data model abstraction to represent
the data collected and generated by the Framework and its extensions,
6

Fig. 3. AwarNS Framework modules. Touching edges represent dependencies between
modules. Colours represent categories. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 4. Core Package UML diagram. Includes examples of the extension of the provided entities by the Geolocation and Human Activity modules.
llowing standardisation of communication between the Framework
ntities. Fig. 4 shows the relationship between these entities and also
ncludes examples of concrete implementations provided by AwarNS
hat correspond to the use case discussed in Section 3.

he core at the core: the NTD library
The NTD library allows the specification and execution of event-

riven, reactive workflows. It declares three types of basic entities:
ask graphs, Tasks and Events. Tasks are self-contained code units,
here developers can implement any kind of logic for the device to
xecute in the background. Additionally, the developer can state any
ask execution prerequisites (i.e., permissions, available hardware or
isabled features) and the way to fulfil them (e.g., asking the user to
erform certain actions). Tasks can run based on temporal events, data-
riven events (i.e., produced by other tasks, typically sensing or data
nalysis tasks) or external events (i.e., based on UI, external hardware,
r server-sent events). Tasks can also declare if they have additional
pecific requirements for the system to execute them, for example, if
hey must run in a foreground service because they collect sensitive
nformation or they require specific permissions from the user. Upon
inishing their execution, tasks always produce an event, which possibly
ncludes relevant data (e.g., geolocation). Events are the task execution
rivers and their main data communication mechanism. Events can
rigger the execution of one or more (reactive) tasks, and, since tasks
lways produce events, their execution can be chained. Finally, task
raphs are the mechanisms to facilitate the composition of complex
eactive task execution workflows. The Core package exposes these
asic entities for the implementation of the various AwarNS modules
see below), for future extensions of the framework and for application
evelopers to implement their custom application logic. The NTD fol-
ows the design guidelines presented in [20], was extensively tested
nd shown to ensure highly reliable, long-term (background) data
ollection, which corresponds with one of the main design principles
f the AwarNS Framework.

implifying data collection processes: Provider task templates and data
roviders

Provider Task Templates and Data Providers seamlessly work to-
ether to ease data collection. Provider Task templates define the
7

generic logic of the data collection processes and provide a way to
integrate them into task graphs, taking advantage of background and
event-based task execution behaviour. Data Providers are actual im-
plementations, which are plugged into Provider Task Templates, ca-
pable of connecting to a specific source and acquiring the data, and
checking and enforcing the requirements imposed by the data source
(e.g., permission or feature enable requests, authentication).

As briefly covered in Section 3, the AwarNS Framework supports
push and pull data retrieval and offers corresponding Provider Task
Templates and Data Providers to achieve this. For pulling data from
a source, the Framework comes with single and batch provider task
templates. The former defines the logic to acquire single data updates
from a data source, while the latter defines the logic to keep polling a
data source in a timeframe determined by the frequency at which the
task becomes invoked. To connect to a concrete data source and pull the
actual data, both single and batch task templates use a concrete imple-
mentation of a PullDataProvider . The captured data is subsequently
encapsulated in an event, which is emitted by the corresponding task
template upon completion. For single data, a single data point is
captured in the task completion event, while for batch data pulling,
all the data captured during the polling timeframe is encapsulated. In
Fig. 4, the acquirePhoneGeolocationTask instantiates a single pull
task template, while the acquireMultiplePhoneGeolocationTask
instantiates a batch task template; both of them using a
GeolocationProvider, a concrete implementation of the pull Data
Provider which connects to the mobile phone’s GPS sensor to capture
geolocations.

For requesting data updates via push, the Framework provides two
task templates that define the logic for starting and stopping listening
for push-based events. As for pull-based task templates, they require a
concrete implementation of a Data Provider, namely a
PushDataProvider, to connect to a concrete push-based data source
and acquire the actual data. Push-based Data Providers set up a sub-
scription for the app to listen for certain updates pushed by an external
entity (e.g., a system API pushing detected physical activity changes,
instructing some external device to start reporting data updates, etc.).
Examples of concrete instances of push-based task templates are the
startDetectingHumanActivityChanges and

stopDetectingHumanActivityChanges tasks in Fig. 4, supported by
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Fig. 5. Representation of the difference between instant and long-lived events, and
ow they are interrelated over time.

umanActivityProvider, a concrete implementation of a push Data
rovider which connects to the Android Play Services Location library
o get human activity updates.

Choosing between push- and pull-based task templates, and their
orresponding push- and pull-based data providers, depends on the
ature of the data that is collected, how often the app interacts with
he data source, and how long it remains active. On one hand, pull-
ased data providers run on time-triggered Provider Task Templates
hat regularly poll the provider for new data. This means that it allows
pecifying when data updates are fetched and the provider is only
ctive for as long as it takes to acquire the data. On the other hand,
nteractions with a push-based data provider are limited to start and
top sending data updates, in a fire-and-forget manner. This type of
ata provider fits perfectly in situations in which getting timely updates
s crucial, as in the case of change detection, because this type of
ction is not restricted by the duty cycle of the underlying scheduling
echanism.

Implementation-wise, Provider Task Templates and Data Providers,
oth described by corresponding interfaces, permit maintaining a sepa-
ation of concerns regarding the reusability and extensibility of the data
ollection processes. They enforce consistency with regard to data ac-
uisition, i.e. all data acquisition events generate data consistently and
se a well-defined naming scheme. The underlying NativeScript Task
ispatcher furthermore ensures reliable data acquisition execution,
ithout the need for the developer to go into low-level Android task
xecution mechanisms. These features greatly reduce the developer’s
ffort when implementing data-driven mHealth apps.

common specification to represent data: Records
By extending the Record abstraction, a developer can obtain a

onsistent representation of some data obtained at a specific point
n time. This type of data can range from a sensor measurement to
he result of a complex calculation. These records are passed through
he task workflow encapsulated inside events and form the basis for
ommunication between framework modules. AwarNS distinguishes
etween data records for instant events (i.e., a single data capture,
uch as a geolocation capture) and long-lived events (e.g., events that
re not instantaneous, such as walking), where the start and end times
re relevant. Fig. 5 shows, on the two top timelines, the conceptual
ifference between records representing instant and long-lived events.
he bottom timeline shows an example of how the two types can
oexist. For example, considering the Geolocation record in Fig. 2,

only the acquired data (i.e. geolocation) and timestamp matter, not
when the corresponding event (geolocationAcquired ) started or
ended. In contrast, for long-lived events, their start and end times are
relevant (AoIProximityChange ), e.g. when the user enters or leaves
an area of interest. At an implementation level, long-lived event data
records are identified by a change flag in the base Record abstraction,
which allows data records to be framed to a particular event and
facilitates querying, for example, considering data only while users
were running or while they were within a relevant area.

All AwarNS Data Providers generate output entities compliant with
the generic Record data model, as must any custom Data Providers.
8

a

This allows Provider Task Templates to include these data in Events
outputted upon ending their execution, ensuring proper data commu-
nication between the Core package and framework modules.

Enforcing task and module isolation: Task sandboxing and plugin loaders
Aside from the Task, Event and Task Graph concepts included in the

NTD library and exposed by the Core package, the NTD provides two
other mechanisms to enhance the development experience, strongly
connected to the principles of Testability and Versatility (Section 2). On
the one hand, the Task Sandboxing tools simplify the development and
testing of Tasks in complete isolation. These tools enable the simulation
of task invocation trigger events and capture them for evaluation within
a test environment, which is essential for running both closed- and
open-box tests against developed tasks. On the other hand, related to
the isolation and the versatility principles, the Plugin Loader interface
handles the registration of the modules that will be used during the
initialisation of the Framework at each application startup. Developers
can choose to import (only) those modules required to implement the
use case at hand through their associated loader, the same applies to
the individual tasks contained within each module, i.e., unused tasks
can be excluded. Both the Task Sandboxing tools and the Plugin Loader
interface are exposed by the Core package.

4.1.2. The Tracing module
Besides the Core package, AwarNS also includes the Tracing module

in the Common category to facilitate the traceability of the execution
of several tasks and events chained together. The Tracing module
provides tasks and task decorators to ease the debugging of complex
task graphs. It offers the makeTraceable decorator that takes a list
of task instances and wraps them with logging mechanisms. The re-
sulting traces contain the task name, the execution time, whether it
succeeded or failed, the result, and, if necessary, the reason for the
task execution failure. Similarly, the module provides the trackEvent
nd trackSensitiveEvent tasks to log concrete events. The resulting
races contain the name of the event and its content is included in
he trace. Both types of traces include a unique chain identifier to
eep track of associated events and/or task executions. In correspon-
ence with privacy concerns, traces can be configured to omit sensitive
ata, allowing developers to specify which content is being logged.
ll generated traces are stored in a common local data store, which
an optionally be synchronised with a remote database, or exported
n CSV and JSON data formats, using the Persistence module (see
ection 4.4.1).

.2. Sensing modules

The Framework comes with sensing modules that, through moni-
oring of physical, physiological and environmental parameters, can be
sed to quantify the users relative to their environment. Each sensing
odule wraps a specific hardware (e.g. accelerometer) or software

e.g. human activity through Android’s Android Play Services Location
ibrary) sensor and allows data readings from them. AwarNS supports
ost smartphone sensors, such as GPS, accelerometer, gyroscope and
agnetometer, and is able to access other smartphone features, such

s detecting nearby Wi-Fi or Bluetooth Low Energy devices, or the
martphone battery level, and connect to WearOS-based smartwatches
o access its sensory data, such as heart rate, GPS, accelerometer,
yroscope and magnetometer. Some sensors provide access to directly
ctionable measurements (e.g., the geolocation module), while others
equire analysis to yield relevant results (e.g. Wi-Fi and BLE modules
an be used to detect certain key devices nearby or build indoor
ositioning systems [61]). In this sense, AwarNS provides the basis for
igital phenotyping, as it allows both low- and high-level data to be
ollected by the sensing modules, and analysis modules to process them

nd extract physiological biomarkers. For example, the WearOS module
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Fig. 6. Geolocation records (trajectory) analysed by the checkAreaOfInterestProximity task and where each relevant event is emitted.
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upports heart rate sampling, which can be used to infer nervousness
r anxiety [62].

Connecting the AwarNS sensing modules with the core of the frame-
ork, we provide in supplemental material a detailed table summaris-

ng the tasks related to each module, the events each task produces
nd the records these events encapsulate when they are emitted. Tasks
elated to the Geolocation, Wi-Fi, BLE and Battery modules are all
ull-based, allowing for the acquisition of new data on demand, both
ndividually and in batches (except for the Battery module). Tasks asso-
iated with the Human Activity, Phone Sensors and WearOS modules
re all push-based. Push-based tasks do not directly produce events,
nstead, the ones listed in the table are generated by their associated
ata provider. All the tasks ensure that execution requirements are
et (i.e., required permissions, mandatory features, etc.), and run on
foreground scheduler when needed (i.e., when dealing with sensitive
ata such as location and IMU sensors).

.3. Analysis modules

In line with the generality of the Framework, the analysis modules
ind their use in location analysis, pattern recognition and prediction.

.3.1. The geofencing module
For location analysis, the Geofencing module can be directly com-

ined with the Geolocation and/or WearOS modules to detect prox-
mity changes of the users to previously defined areas of interest.
o do so, the latter modules emit Geolocation records through their
orresponding Geolocation data providers, which in turn connect to the
hone/smartwatch’s sensors. Based on single location or trajectory data
nput, the predefined task checkAreaOfInterestProximity defined
n the Geofencing module emits (movedCloseToAreaOfInterest),
movedInsideAreaOfInterest), (movedOutsideAreaOfInterest)
r (movedAwayFromAreaOfInterest) events, which encapsulate
oIProximityChange records to represent long-lived events which
etermine the start and end time of a user within or nearby an area.
ig. 6 illustrates this process based on a sequence of geolocation
ecords.

Implementation-wise, the Geofencing module includes an API to
egister, retrieve and remove areas of interest relevant to the appli-
ation, and it allows observing changes in the registered areas, to
ct upon them. Additionally, the Geofencing module comes with a
redefined task to filter geolocation records right after the acquisition,
ased on their relative proximity to the defined areas of interest. The
ilterGeolocationByAoIProximity task only outputs geolocation
ecords that are spatially within, or close to, one or more areas. This
9

u

llows for preserving privacy, as only those geolocation records that
re relevant for the purpose of the app (i.e. those acquired while in or
ear the relevant areas) are persisted. This filtering task is configurable
nd allows us to (optionally) set the distance, in meters, to interpret
hen to consider a user close to an area. Due to its generality, the
eofencing module can also be used with other data providers, such
s those defined in Wi-Fi and/or BLE modules, to detect proximity.

.3.2. The ML Kit module
The ML Kit module allows running TensorFlow Lite Machine Learn-

ng (ML) models for regression and classification jobs on the phone
ased on the data generated by other tasks. It does not include ML
odels but allows the use of models provided by the developer. These
odels have to be provided as .tflite files (i.e., lightweight portable
odel representation format), including model’s metadata (e.g., name,

ersion, description, etc.) with associated labels (i.e., classes) file (only
equired for classification models). To operate, the module provides
he necessary functions to generate regression and classification tasks.
hese functions require an ML model and an ‘‘aim’’, a string de-
cribing the objective of the generated tasks, which is used in their
ame too. For instance, a regression task named ‘‘aimRegression’’ is
enerated to support a (developer-provided) aim (e.g., ‘‘stress-level’’
s aim generates the stressLevelRegression task). When such a
ask is subsequently invoked, the regression or classification is car-
ied out using the specified ML model. Upon completion, the regres-
ion or classification task emits the ‘‘aimPredicted’’ event containing
Regression or a Classification record with the results of the
odel, respectively (e.g., the stressLevelRegression task generates

he stressLevelPredicted event).

.4. Acting modules

The AwarNS Framework comes with two built-in modules: the
ersistence and Notifications modules.

.4.1. The persistence module
The Persistence module serves to store collected or generated data

o that other tasks, application views or remote processes (in case of en-
bling the optional external synchronisation) can use it. In short, it is in
harge of locally handling data storage, data exporting to different file
xchange formats and remote synchronisation with external data stores.
ocusing on the primary purpose, data storage, the Persistence module
ncludes a software abstraction that takes any custom extension of the
ecord model as input and stores it in a local (CouchBase Lite) database.
he interaction with the record storage abstraction can be either man-

al, using its public API, or automatic, using the writeRecords task of
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Fig. 7. Marble diagrams schematically showing the Persistence module’s advanced query methods: (i) listBy() retrieves updates on records of type ‘‘a’’ over time contained
within a list (default sorting — descending); (ii) same as (i) but overriding the default sorting behaviour to ascending; (iii) listLast() retrieves updates of records of type ‘‘a’’
(only most recent); (iv) listLastGroupedBy() to query the most recent updates of records of type ‘‘d’’, grouped by unique values (concretely, ‘‘s’’ i.e. ‘start’ and ‘‘e’’ i.e. ‘end’)
for property ‘‘c’’ (change). Concretely, this query returns the start en end times for long-lived events, such as entering/exiting an area of interest.
the Persistence module. Either operation automatically triggers a one-
way data synchronisation process, which developers can customise via
an optionally provided adapter.

The record storage abstraction provides typical persistence oper-
ations, such as inserting, retrieving and deleting records. In addi-
tion to these persistence operations, the abstraction provides com-
mon query methods to access and retrieve records, but also advanced
query methods to query changes in them over time. These advanced
queries are launched at a certain point in time and return live data
streams, which are updated on-the-fly as relevant updates occur over
time. Such queries are particularly suitable for change inspection.
AwarNS supports four advanced query types, listBy(recordType),
listLast(recordType) and
listLastGroupedBy(recordType, groupByProperty), which are
schematically depicted using marble diagrams in Fig. 7. The listBy()
query method, shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), retrieves records of a
certain type, whereby updates of the record type (i.e., overlapping
circles in Fig. 7) are ordered in chronologically descending and as-
cending order, respectively. Aside from filtering records, the advanced
methods can also be used to perform complex analyses that combine
recently added records – as a result of updates in the data stream
– with old ones. An example is the listLast() method (Fig. 7(c)),
which notifies the existence of updates of a particular record type
obtained after the method was called, yet without including the record
type history (i.e., only the last received record is added to the result
stream; no overlapping circles in Fig. 7(c)). A more sophisticated
method is listLastGroupedBy(), which retrieves the most recent
records of a given type (selection property) grouped by property values.
This method is advantageous, for instance, to obtain pairs of records
associated with long-lived events, determining the start and end time
(group by values) of the event, as shown in Fig. 7(d). Another example
is to obtain the most recent visits of a user to all the registered areas
of interest. For more fine-grained querying, all the above-advanced
methods allow the specification of optional query conditions or filters.
These filters can be used, for example, to obtain just the start records
of long-lived events, or to obtain the last user’s visit to a given area.
All in all, the combination of these query methods enables us to fetch
real-time data in different ways, as the basis for further analyses.

Next to data storage, the Persistence module also includes mecha-
nisms to export records in CSV and JSON formats. This is particularly
useful for applications that need to work completely offline, as users
can then download the resulting files and handle them using any
(local) tool. By default, the Persistence module completely runs on the
mobile (client) device, i.e. offline first. This allows for a better app
user experience since the developed applications do not suffer network
delays or interruptions when accessing data. Nevertheless, AwarNS also
supports one-way synchronisation of the locally stored records into an
external system, either locally or remotely. This is done by providing
an adapter interface, which developers can implement to connect the
Persistence module’s storage operations with a remote storage system
of choice. Leaving remote storage optional preserves users’ privacy
10

and gives freedom to the developers to implement custom logic in the
synchronisation adapter, e.g. alter or prevent certain types of data from
being remotely stored.

Finally, beyond the storage of records, the Persistence module offers
an abstraction mechanism on top of the database to allow an easy
definition of app-specific data stores, i.e., not only data records but also
other app-specific data (such as notifications, temporary or partial re-
sults of analyses, the persistence of the internal state of a module, etc.)
stores. For example, in between application wake-ups, the Geofencing
module uses an internal data store to keep the proximity status of the
nearby areas, and the notifications module stores the list of pending
notifications along with their metadata. Via the abstractions offered
by the Persistence module, AwarNS provides the following operations
on app-specific data stores: single and bulk insert, single and multiple
fetches, update, delete, observe changes in the stored data and grant
access to the underlying (CouchBase Lite) database engine to perform
custom queries.

4.4.2. The notifications module
The second acting module is the Notifications module, which sends

notifications to the users via their mobile devices. Next to pure in-
formation delivery, such as displaying brief information or provid-
ing quick feedback (acting), this module also incorporates sensing
features, namely when notifications require feedback from the user
(e.g., giving confirmation or answering some questions). Consequently,
the Notification module falls both in the sensing and acting cate-
gories (see Fig. 3). On the acting side, the Notification module offers
a task called sendNotification, which allows sending a notifica-
tion after an event triggers. Apart from the regular properties of a
notification, such as a title and body message, it also contains a
content type property that indicates the type of content and action
associated with the notification (i.e., when tapping the notification).
AwarNS supports various actions, such as opening the app (OPEN_APP
), showing additional textual or multimedia content (OPEN_CONTENT ),
delivering questions (DELIVER_QUESTIONS ), asking for confirmation
(ASK_CONFIRMATION ) or free-form feedback (ASK_FEEDBACK ), or
developer can implement their custom action. Once received, users can
tap on a notification or discard it. Either action triggers a corresponding
event, notificationTapped and notificationDiscarded respec-
tively, which are useful to understand the interaction/involvement of
the user with the app and to calculate usage statistics.

On the sensing side, the Notification module offers predefined
record types to hold the result of user interaction with the previously
mentioned supported content types (except for OPEN_APP, which pro-
duces no output). The corresponding data record types are
UserReadContent, used to hold content that was seen including if it
was completely seen, QuestionnaireAnswers used to hold answers to
the delivered questions, UserFeedback to store a single answer, and
UserConfirmation to hold the answer to a yes/no question. As usual,
these data records are encapsulated inside events, which the framework
emits when a corresponding action was performed.

Finally, the Notification module offers APIs to list unread notifica-

tions, mark them as read and set up a notification tap handler, which
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allows the application developer to select the user interface to show
when opening the application through a notification.

4.5. Extending the framework

Aside from the built-in modules presented in this section, appli-
cation developers can implement custom sensing, analysis or acting
features or modules to exhibit domain- or application-specific features.
Concretely, the framework can be extended with data providers, new
tasks and record types to realise specific features required in custom
apps. These features can be either implemented right in the app or
wrapped in new external modules, to reuse them across different apps
or for the sake of better code organisation.

New sensing features can be implemented using the primitives
provided by the Core package: application developers can rely on the
framework’s base functionality offered by Provider Task Templates,
which provide generic data acquisition support, and Data Providers,
which provide push- and pull data acquisition, to support custom
sensor data acquisition. New analysis features can be implemented as
NTD Tasks provided by the Core package, while having the support
of AwarNS’s basic and advanced querying mechanisms, and machine
learning module to integrate regression and classification analysis tasks.
Similarly, new acting features can be implemented using Task prim-
itives. Concretely, the Notifications module can be used or extended
to deliver more advanced content to the users, such as images, audio
or videos, which users can access right after tapping on a notification.
Lastly, by implementing the plugin loader interface, any setup and
configuration can be ensured.

5. Real-life use cases

The design and development of the AwarNS Framework were driven
by continuous analysis of requirements collected while developing
AwarNS-based applications in the context of health and mental health
domains. In this section, we describe three applications that have
been developed and applied to four different use cases, each using a
particular configuration of the AwarNS framework and a combination
of framework modules. The three applications below have in common
the need to regularly and transparently sample the environment and
react on time to the detected changes in it. Based on these development
experiences and the empirical observation of the needs and require-
ments of these apps, we seized the opportunity to design and further
develop the AwarNS Framework to help all those applications succeed
and reduce development time. Through their use in practice, these
applications have served as a validation of the Framework features.

The first application is called SyMptOMS, a smartphone application
for the delivery of psycho-educational location-based notifications for
the treatment of mental disorders associated with specific places. In
particular, SyMptOMS has shown positive results when applied to
the treatment of panic disorder and agoraphobia [63], and gambling
disorder [64]. The second application was the TUG Test, a fully in-
strumented version of the well-known Timed Up and Go (TUG) test
to assess a person’s mobility, implemented through a smartphone and
a wearable application [65]. The last application is SyMptOMS-ET,
a rewrite and extension of the original SyMptOMS application, to
automate the process of place-based emotional exposure therapy, using
timely assessments and applying a rule-based ecological momentary
intervention. Next, we summarise the main features of each application
and how they are using the AwarNS Framework.

5.1. SyMptOMS: Geolocated psycho-educational notifications

The SyMptOMS application is a companion smartphone app to a
web management tool, in which therapists can register patients in
treatment, including areas of interest for each patient and personalised
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messages to be delivered when a patient enters or leaves each specified
area of interest. This information is stored, for each patient, in their
patient profile. The smartphone app is configured for each patient by
downloading their profile and is used as an adjunctive treatment. The
app has been successfully used in clinical practice with patients diag-
nosed with panic disorder and agoraphobia [63], where it delivered
the acting instructions of the exposure treatment component, indicating
the patient to stay at a given area until reducing the perceived anxiety
level. More recently, it has been used as part of a treatment for patients
diagnosed with gambling disorder [64], where it was applied in two
different treatment phases. First, after the patient has stopped gambling
and presents abstinence syndrome, the app supports the stimulus con-
trol treatment component, delivering warning messages when detecting
the patient’s presence nearby a gambling establishment. Second, once
the patient has learned more strategies to cope with gambling urges
and symptoms of the abstinence syndrome have decreased, the app
supports another exposure treatment component, this time with re-
sponse prevention, instructing the patient to stay outside (but close to)
the gambling establishment, without playing, until the urge to gamble
lowers. In both use cases, the application was personalised to each
patient profile and disorder.

Fig. 8 details the AwarNS modules used by the SyMptOMS app,
along with some application screenshots. This app is based on early
versions of the Core package and the Geolocation, Human Activity,
Geofencing and Notifications modules. Additionally, it declares two
custom modules, the Data Uploader and the AoI Exit Counter. The
Core package is used for the coordination of all the built-in and custom
modules, and the background scheduling of the tasks. The Geolocation
module is used to regularly acquire the user’s location, every 2 min. The
Human Activity package is used for the reporting of physical activity
stats. The Geofencing module is used to detect the presence inside or
outside one of the registered relevant areas. The app-specific (custom)
Data Uploader module enables the direct upload of the collected data
to a remote server, with no local persistence. Lastly, the other custom
module, the Aoi Exit Counter, is used to count how many times a
day the patients left each area. Both the Human Activity and Aoi Exit
Counter modules were only used for informational purposes for the
therapists; they were not used as part of the psychological intervention.
Finally, the Notifications module is used to deliver the enter and/or
exit messages, previously defined by the therapist, to the patients when
they enter or leave an area. These notifications consisted of dissuading
(e.g., ‘‘You are in a risk area because nearby there is a place where you
gambled. Remember that now it is important to avoid staying here’’
in case of gambling disorder, for stimulus control) or motivational
(e.g., ‘‘You have arrived at an area of interest. Remember to use all the
strategies you have learned’’ in case of panic disorder and agoraphobia,
and ‘‘You are in an area of interest, the exposure begins. If there is an
urge to gamble, use the strategies you have learned and leave the area
once the urge has decreased’’ in the case of gambling disorder, at the
beginning of the exposure) messages.

5.2. TUG test: Smartphone- and wearable-based instrumented timed up and
go test

The TUG Test smartphone application aims to instrumentalise
(i.e., automatically obtain results) the execution of the TUG test, a
well-known mobility test usually used for fall-risk assessment in elderly
people. The application uses the data collected from the Inertial Motion
Unit (IMU) sensors of either a smartwatch or smartphone to detect the
activities the user executes while performing the TUG test, i.e. stand
up, walk, turn around, walk, turn around, sit down. Once done, it
computes the amount of time the user spent on each activity. The
machine learning models used to detect the activities are previously
trained offline with data collected by the application running in data
capture mode only.

Fig. 9 details the AwarNS modules used by the TUG Test app, along

with some application screenshots. It includes the Core package, and
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Fig. 8. SyMptOMS application screenshots (centre, right) and framework modules in use (left).
Fig. 9. TUG Test application screenshots (centre, right) and framework modules in use (left).
the Phone Sensors, WearOS, ML Kit and Persistence modules. The Core
package is used for the coordination of all built-in and custom modules,
and task scheduling. The Phone Sensors module is used to collect IMU
sensor samples when the smartphone acts as a sensing device. The
WearOS module does the same task when the smartwatch is the sensing
device. The ML Kit module uses the sensor samples as input to the
previously trained machine-learning model for activity inference. The
Persistence module stores sensor samples collected by the Phone Sen-
sors and WearOS modules, and activity recognition results computed
by the ML Kit module. Finally, the TUG test app also incorporates an
app-specific module called Result Evaluator, which detects when the
user has finished the test and computes the time spent in each inferred
12
activity. It is an example of a Framework extension to develop ad-hoc
modules. Full details of the application can be found in [65].

5.3. SyMptOMS-ET: in-vivo exposure therapy with timely assessments and
rule-based EMI

The SyMptOMS-ET smartphone application represents a rewrite and
extension of the original SyMptOMS app. The app was developed as a
close collaboration between research teams in computer science and
psychology and aims to automate the detailed process of emotional
in-vivo exposure therapy in places that cause discomfort to patients
undergoing psychological treatment. Similarly to the original SyMp-
tOMS app, this application takes a set of areas of interest provided by
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Fig. 10. SyMptOMS-ET application screenshots (centre, right) and framework modules in use (left).
therapists, with which patients associate emotional discomfort or fear.
Patients can inspect their exposure areas in the app via an interactive
map. When they approach an area of interest (i.e. an exposure area), the
application begins by providing questions to acquire baseline assess-
ments regarding emotional discomfort and tolerance values, as well as
to assess pre-exposure negative or positive beliefs of the patients. Once
patients enter and as long as they stay inside the area, they regularly
receive a custom question set to sample those subjective variables on
a regular basis. Depending on the reported values, the app delivers
specific psycho-educational content to help patients in coping with high
values of emotional discomfort and difficult situations or help them
maintain low values. Exposures are limited in time, determined by
evaluating the trend of emotional discomfort reported regularly or by
a maximum time set by psychologists. These rule-based evaluations,
established by psychologists, are performed after the patient answered
a question set. During exposure, the application not only reacts to
changes in reported subjective measurements but also changes in the
patient’s relative proximity to the exposure area. For example, if a
patient leaves an exposure area early, the application delivers specific
content trying to convince the patient to return and continue with the
exposure. It also asks for feedback in case of total abandonment, so that
the therapist is informed of this circumstance. Shortly after finishing an
exposure, patients are given a different set of questions to assess their
behaviour during the exposure. Patients can also consult aggregated
and detailed data on the evolution of their emotional discomfort in the
areas where they have had exposures. The SyMptOMS-ET app has been
experimentally tested, evaluated and validated for use by a committee
of independent psychologists, and a clinical study is currently under
recruitment for clinical validation.

Fig. 10 details the AwarNS modules used by the SyMptOMS-ET
app, along with some application screenshots. It uses the Core package
and Tracing module from the common category, along with the Ge-
olocation, Human Activity, Geofencing, Notifications and Persistence
modules. As usual, the Core package is used for module coordination
and task scheduling. The Tracing module is used to decorate with a
logging mechanism for the tasks conforming to the critical background
execution path. An adapter, as part of the module implementation,
uploads the collected traces to a remote server for its analysis or
debugging purposes. Yet, the Tracing module discards logging the result
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of tasks that output sensitive information. The Geolocation module is
used to acquire the patient’s location every minute, while in movement
and the vicinity of an area of interest, and every 15 min while the
device is stationary and not in an area of interest to reduce battery
consumption. The Human Activity module is used to detect changes
in the physical activity of patients, i.e. being in motion or stationary.
When no movement is detected, the Geolocation module is signalled to
reduce the location acquisition sampling rate. The Geofencing module
is used to detect when a patient is approaching an area of interest, in
which case the Geolocation module is signalled to increase the location
acquisition sampling rate. Additionally, a geolocation filter is used to
restrict geolocation storage only to points acquired in the vicinity of
areas of interest. The Notifications module is used to send confirma-
tion questions, question sets, and feedback requests and acquire the
answers, and deliver psycho-educational content to the patient. The
Persistence module is used to locally store and remotely synchronise
collected data, i.e. geolocation points, changes in exposure status, and
patient answers and reactions to notifications. All this actively and
passively sensed data can be consulted later by the therapists using a
companion Web application.

Apart from the Framework modules, the SyMptOMS-ET app also
comes with a set of specific modules, namely the Exposure Managers,
Exposure State Watchers, Exposure Dropout Checks, Answers Evalua-
tors, Exposure Evaluators and Exposure Result Aggregators modules.
The Exposure Managers module contains tasks to act on the internal
exposure states, to control their start and end. The tasks included
in the Exposure State Watchers module observe the events emitted
by the Geofencing module when the exposure is in progress, to re-
port exits and re-entries to the exposure area. The Exposure Dropout
Checkers module builds on the previous one to decide when it is
necessary to ask for feedback on exposure escapes, i.e. dropouts. The
Answers Evaluators module contains tasks to evaluate patients’ answers
during exposure at specific times using rules established by psycholo-
gists. Similarly, the tasks in the Exposure Evaluations module assess
whether tailored psycho-educational content is delivered right after
the end of an exposure, based on the patient’s outcomes during the
exposure. Lastly, the Exposure Result Aggregators include tasks for
compacting reported post-exposure answers and calculating overall and

place-specific emotional discomfort trends across all exposures.
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6. Qualitative comparison with existing solutions

In this section, we qualitatively analyse a representative selection
of existing generic, adaptable solutions that aim to simplify the devel-
opment, maintenance and cost of context-aware (mHealth) apps and
compare them to the AwarNS Framework. Our selection is based on a
2020 systematic review on mobile and wearable sensing frameworks for
mHealth studies and applications [41], extended with an exploratory
literature search (to include more recent studies) and further vali-
dated using a snowball analysis (2 levels deep) on references of the
identified set. We limited the included solutions to those meeting the
following criteria: (1) general purpose or health-specific, not targeted
at a concrete use case or health condition; (2) running on, at least,
Android smartphones; (3) with, at least, active sensing capabilities; (4)
whose validity has been proved by additional studies applied to, at
least, one specific health condition; and (5) currently in-service or with
activity in the last five years (2017–2022). Applying these criteria, we
obtained 12 related solutions: Open Data Kit (ODK) [42], AWARE [43],
mCerebrum [44], the CARP Mobile Sensing (CAMS) framework [45],
the Personal Analysis COmpanion (PACO) [46], Sensus [47], RADAR-
base [48], BEIWE [49], the LAMP Platform [50], CommCare [51],
movisensXS [52] and mEMA [53]. Below, we detail our findings,
grouping the identified solutions into software frameworks, and open-
source and commercial platforms. Next, the comparison criteria are
introduced. Then, we compare the identified solutions to the AwarNS
Framework. We focus on the re-usable functionality offered by these
solutions, examine their main features and study how they adhere
to the design principles exposed in Section 3. Finally, we discuss
limitations.

6.1. Related solutions

In the group of software framework solutions, which offer reusable,
common functionality for developers to implement mHealth apps,
ODK [42] can be considered the precursor of modern smartphone-based
ata collection frameworks. It has been used in PTSD screening [66],
renatal anxiety and depression screening [67]. It comes with a web
ashboard to design forms that allow including contextual data acqui-
ition controls (geolocation, pictures, videos, etc.), which are tied to
ata forms for manual entry. An ODK-powered app downloads the form
efinition from the server, which is responsible for facilitating commu-
ication between the app and the dashboard. The dashboard is used to
isplay the data submitted through the app’s forms. AWARE [43] is a
ature and widely used framework, which has been used in behaviour
henotyping [68], binge drinking detection [69], and depression and
nxiety symptoms prediction [70]. Like ODK, AWARE comes with a
ashboard, a server, and a client mobile app. The framework can be
sed through the ready-to-use AWARE application or integrated into an
xisting application. It follows a monolithic plugin-based architecture,
here most of the data sources are part of the monolith, but others can
e incorporated through plugins. Support for data sources is diverse.
ata sources are self-contained, including data acquisition, storage,

ynchronisation and history data access of a single data type. mCere-
brum [44] has been used in stress management interventions [71].
In terms of design principles, mCerebrum is the closest framework to
AwarNS, but conceptually it is very different: each mCerebrum module
is implemented as a separate app, whereby a core app, called DataKit,
serves as central information storage for all other apps, which use inter-
process communication (IPC) for storing and querying data via the
DataKit API. A full installation of mCerebrum involves over 20 frame-
work apps, even though partial installations are possible. CAMS [45]
has been used in behavioural activation [72]. The CAMS framework is
the closest in terms of architectural decisions to AwarNS. It follows a
modular architecture, where the developer can decide which packages
to include in each application. Unlike previous frameworks, it follows a
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reactive programming paradigm to define simple interactions between
the different framework components (i.e., sensor data collection, EMAs,
etc.). The framework includes many sensing packages (modules). CAMS
features data filtering, transformation and anonymisation of individual
records before persistence. It features centralised data storage, but each
module implements its own mechanism for data collection.

In the group of open-source platform solutions, which are aimed at
lab technicians and offer configurable (ready-to-use) tools, PACO [46]
was born as an internal Google experiment for experience sampling. It
has been used in sadness and boredom screening [73]. It is limited to
capturing users’ answers, which can be enriched with contextual data
(similar to ODK). EMAs are delivered using time-based triggers only.
A server and a web interface accompany the PACO app, to remotely
visualise the captured data. All data is automatically uploaded, without
the possibility of transforming it beforehand. Sensus [47] has been used
to test clinical models of depression, social anxiety, state affect and so-
cial isolation [74]. It is a platform aimed at large crowdsensing studies.
It features both time-based and sensor-based EMAs and treats surveys
and sensor probing independently. Collected data is encrypted and
anonymised prior to server upload, but cannot be further transformed
before this happens. The studies are configured from the same mobile
app, which supports two functioning modes: researcher and participant.
RADAR-base [48] has been used to monitor behavioural changes [75]
and for depression and epilepsy screening [76]. It is a platform that
consists of two mobile apps, for active and passive sensing respectively,
a web management tool and a separate data visualisation dashboard.
It features wearable support for passive sensing and allows third-party
app integrations. It focuses on server-side storage, which has been
designed for scalability and to comply with data storage regulations.
BEIWE [49] has been used in medication adherence and behaviour
phenotyping [77]. It is an advanced mobile data collection platform
focused on digital phenotyping. Similarly to the previous platforms,
BEIWE allows, to a certain extent, to configure when EMAs should be
delivered to the user and allows to passively collect data from smart-
phone data sources. The data is encrypted and uploaded to a remote
server, and only then can the data be filtered and transformed. Simi-
larly, reacting to the collected data is not considered, limiting its use
for EMI. Finally, LAMP Platform [50] has been used for depression and
anxiety screening [78]. Initially based on BEIWE, the LAMP Platform
extended BEIWE’s data collection capabilities with in-app educational
content and just-in-time interventions (EMIs) driven by server-side data
analysis. Yet, it shares the same data collection and upload limitations
as BEIWE: although the collected data is encrypted end-to-end, data
cannot be altered or filtered before being stored. Moreover, LAMP-
based EMIs require the phone to always be connected to operate,
limiting their use in areas where network coverage is unreliable or
non-existent.

Lastly, in the group of commercial solutions, CommCare [51] has
been used in the treatment of PTSD [79] and allows form-based data
collection. Like the rest of the solutions in this group, its mobile app
is configured through a no-code web interface, which allows specifying
basic logic for determining which form controls or screens are displayed
on user input or action. movisensXS [52] has been used in the treatment
of bipolar disorder [80], coping with hearing voices [81] and behaviour
change for Anorexia Nervosa [82], while mEMA [53] has been used
in suicide prevention [83] and binge drinking prevention [84]. Both
solutions support passive data collection but are form-centric. They
allow the delivery of EMIs based on rules defined through a web-
based assistant. However, no custom code is allowed. Collected data
is uploaded to a server using secure channels but data analysis is
server-side only.

6.2. Comparison criteria

Performance-wise, AwarNS is mainly tied to the performance of

the underlying scheduling solution (NTD), hence we refer to [20] for
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battery consumption and data completeness figures and focus here on
qualitative aspects. Our comparison builds on Kumar et al.’s work [41],
expanding it with additional criteria to address all of the design prin-
ciples outlined in Section 3, and validating it through an analysis of
criteria used in the set of related solutions. Concretely, Kumar et al.
focused their analysis on reusable features, where our more holistic
approach also included versatility, reliability and testability features.
As a result, and in line with the literature, the comparison dimensions
of background behaviour’’, ‘‘Single app’’, ‘‘Modular design’’ and ‘‘Auto-
mated testing’’ were added to our analysis. Other original dimensions
in [41] were merged due to space limitations, and some were renamed
to indicate a change in scope. The impact of each dimension on its
related principle(s) is detailed below.

The reusability (RU) principle enforces the presence of reusable
eatures in mHealth applications. Here, we identify ‘‘Active data col-
ection’’ (ADC), ‘‘Passive data collection’’ (PDC), ‘‘Assessment delivery’’
AD), ‘‘Intervention delivery’’ (ID), ‘‘Health-specific features’’ (HSF),
‘No-code app’’ (NCA), ‘‘Web dashboard’’ (WD), ‘‘Server sync’’ (SS)
nd ‘‘On-device analysis support’’ (ODAS). Solutions presenting ADC
nd PDC include reusable data collection and representation models,
espectively for user- and device-provided information (i.e. built-in
ensors, wearables and context sampling). Solutions covering AD and
D provide reusable features for assessment and intervention deliv-
ry based on ADC, PDC or the analysis of the two. Solutions with
SF provide some reusable well-known tests – mainly cognitive or
sychometric – and/or health domain-specific data analysis models.
olutions featuring an NCA provide a quick reusable way to conduct a
esearch study via an already-made generic configurable app. Similarly,
olutions offering a WD provide a reusable way to manage study
articipants and visualise reports. Solutions offering some degree of
S provide specific reusable data transformation and communication
dapters for remote upload and synchronisation. Lastly, solutions of-
ering ODAS provide reusable mechanisms to execute arbitrary code
n users’ devices, able to process ADC and PDC for quality assurance,
ata anonymisation, and provide AD and ID right from the phone.

The versatility (VE) principle is related to the ‘‘Server sync’’ (SS),
‘‘On-device analysis support’’ (ODAS), ‘‘Background behaviour’’ (BB),
‘‘Single app’’ (SA) and ‘‘Modular design’’ (MD) dimensions. Solutions
with server-agnostic SS are more versatile because they allow more
varied integrations. Solutions supporting ODAS allow more diverse use
cases by enabling offline data analysis workflows. Solutions featuring
BB show more versatility by enabling automated task scheduling and
execution – for sensing, analysis or acting tasks – whether the main app
screen is open or not. Solutions composed of multiple apps (non-SA) are
more versatile since the patient only has to install the necessary fea-
tures. Similarly, solutions that follow MD allow developers to exclude
unnecessary features from the application package, thus limiting what
the patient must install too.

The reliability (RE) principle is represented by ‘‘On-device analysis
support’’ (ODAS), ‘‘Background behaviour’’ (BB), ‘‘Single app’’ (SA),
‘‘Automated testing’’ (AT), ‘‘Maturity’’ (MT) and ‘‘Proven efficacy’’
(PE) dimensions. ODAS influences reliability by offering consistent
behaviours both in online and low-connectivity environments. The way
in which the BB is implemented also affects reliability as demonstrated
in [20]. Solutions composed of more than one SA have more moving
pieces and hence are more prone to suffer from reliability issues.
Solutions tested using AT are less prone to issues during actual usage
and hence potentially more reliable. The same applies to more mature
(MT) solutions and those solutions whose efficacy has been proven
(PE) by conducting additional applicability and feasibility studies to
concrete health conditions.

The privacy (PR) principle is related to the ‘‘Server sync’’ and ‘‘On-
evice analysis support’’ dimensions of each solution. Making the first
ne a requirement hurts privacy, by not allowing captured data to just
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tay on the patient’s device. The same applies to the latter when the
captured data cannot be altered prior to its storage and/or remote
upload.

Lastly, the testability (TE) principle is present in the ‘‘Automated
testing’’ and ‘‘Proven efficacy’’ dimensions. Solutions whose quality is
assured by a battery of automated tests are testable by definition. The
same applies to those solutions whose feasibility and applicability to
specific use cases were proven in additional studies.

6.3. Comparing AwarNS to existing solutions

Table 2 lists the selected solutions along with usage/health scenar-
ios reported in the literature. For the analysis, we first extracted the
strengths and weaknesses of each solution based on published articles
and available technical documentation. Next, for those solutions that
work in the background, we analysed their code base to assess if they
assure reliable background task execution, according to our previously
published guidelines [20]. In the case of commercial platforms, only
publicly available information on the website could be analysed, due
to restricted access to the code base.

The main conclusions to be drawn from the comparison exercise,
concisely summarised in Table 2, are as follows:

• All solutions are compatible with Android and half are also with
iOS. AwarNS currently does not support iOS due to iOS’ more re-
stricted access to sensing capabilities and background scheduling.

• All solutions (including AwarNS) allow data collection directly
from the user, i.e. active data collection. ODK is the only tool
which does not allow scheduling such data collection requests.

• All solutions (including AwarNS), except for ODK, PACO and
CommCare, collect data from sensors in an automated way,
i.e. passive data collection.

• All solutions can be used for assessment to some degree, although
some show some limitations. ODK does not allow performing
assessment requests based on arbitrary triggers (i.e. time, loca-
tion or any other detected change), and PACO only supports
time-based triggers.

• Only mCerebrum, LAMP, movisensXS, mEMA and AwarNS have
support for the delivery of timely interventions based on time-
based and data-based triggers. Here, open-source framework so-
lutions (mCerebrum and AwarNS) have the advantage of al-
lowing the implementation of server-agnostic triggers, although
mCerebrum requires implementing an app from scratch for that
purpose.

• Only mCerebrum, LAMP, movisensXS and mEMA provide (some)
predefined health-specific functionalities, such as default psycho-
metric and/or cognitive tests, etc. AwarNS does not offer such
pre-cooked health or disorder-specific functionalities but instead
offers the basic building blocks that allow developers to focus on
the details of each concrete health use case, such as the logic of
health decisions based on collected or previously analysed data.

• All solutions but AwarNS and CAMS, offer an out-of-the-box
tool for researchers to conduct studies. These two exceptions
(‘‘No-code app’’ column in Table 2) come with application demon-
strators to test the features offered, yet no ready-to-use app is
available. Instead, both offer a flexible software framework, with
support for common functionality and features, which developers
can re-use and build upon to obtain custom solutions, suitable for
a wide variety of use cases.

• All platform solutions, along with ODK, must be paired with a
server to work. AWARE makes this optional, but, when needed,
server sync is not server-agnostic, i.e., it must work with the
AWARE server. AwarNS, mCerebrum and CAMS are the only
server-agnostic solutions; AwarNS is the only solution that offers

fine-grained control over what data is stored and synced.
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Table 2
Comparing the AwarNS Framework with existing solutions.

Design principles RU RU RU RU RU RU RU RU, VE, PR RU, VE, RL,
PR

VE, RL VE, RL VE RL, TE RL RL, TE

Category Nature Name Supported
platformsa

Active data
collection

Passive data

collection
Assessment
delivery

Intervention
delivery

Health-
specific
features

No-code app Web
dashboard

Server sync On-device
analysis
support

Background
behaviour

Single
app

Modular
design

Automated
testing

Maturity Proven
efficacy

Fr
am

ew
or

k

O
pe

n-
so

ur
ce

AwarNS A ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗b ✗c ✗ Optional,
server-agnostic,
fine-grained

Complete Opportunis-
tic

✓ ✓ ✓ Recent [63–65]

ODK(-X)
[42]

A (✓) ✗ (✓) ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ Required None None ✓ ✗ ✓ Established [66,67]

AWARE [43] A, Id ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ Optional,
AWARE-server
only

Limited
(cannot
transform
data before
storage)

Continuous ✓ (✓) ✗ Established [68–70]

mCerebrum
[44]

A ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Under
development

Optional,
server-agnostic

Complete Continuous ✗ ✓ ✗ Intermediate [71]

CAMS [45] A, I ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗c ✗ Optional,
server-agnostic

Limited
(transform
data only)

None ✓ ✓ ✓ Recent [72]

Pl
at

fo
rm O

pe
n-

so
ur

ce

PACO [46] A, I ✓ ✗ (✓) ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ Required None None ✓ ✗ ✓ Intermediate [73]

Sensus [47] A, I ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ Required None None ✓ ✗ ✓ Established [74]

RADAR-base
[48]

A ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ Required None OS-drivene ✗ ✗ ✓ Established [75,76]

BEIWE [49] A, I ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ Required None Continuous ✓ ✗ ✗ Intermediate [77]

LAMP [50] A, I ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Required None Continuous ✓ ✗ ✗ Intermediate [78]

Co
m

m
er

ci
al CommCare

[51]
A, WB ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ Required None N/Df ✓ ✗ N/Df Established [79]

movisensXS
[52]

A ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Required None N/Df ✓ ✗ N/Df Established [80–82]

mEMA [53] A, I ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Required None N/Df ✓ ✗ N/Df Established [83,84]

aA = Android; I = iOS; WB = Web Browser.
bAllows for easy implementation of health decisions as simple functions taking collected and/or analysed data as input or using custom machine learning models.
cFeature demo available.
dNot all features are available.
eUses system-wide inexact, non-deterministic, delayed alarms.
fNo data. Source code not available.
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• AwarNS is the only solution that offers complete freedom to run
any code right after data capture (and before it is stored), a fea-
ture that can be used to filter and transform data or implement on-
device just-in-time analyses for momentary interventions. AWARE
and CAMS offer limited support for just-collected data analysis.
In AWARE, developers can implement plugins to perform actions
on top of the acquired data, but the hard coupling between data
capture, storage and upload prevents these plugins from avoiding
the upload of certain sensitive data before it is transformed.
In CAMS, post-capture code execution is limited to performing
basic data transformation and filtering before data storage and
uploading. Conceptually, mCerebrum also offers full flexibility
but forces the developer to implement a dedicated app for that
purpose.

• AwarNS is the only solution to offer opportunistic, alarm-based,
background scheduling of tasks. AWARE, mCerebrum, BEIWE
and LAMP also function in the background; however, they use a
continuous service to gather data while the application view is not
open or in the background, a method that has its disadvantages,
i.e., it is not reliable because the OS regularly kills long-lived
services and it is more battery intensive [20]. RADAR-base relies
on alarms for task scheduling too but uses the inexact type, which
raises based on OS convenience, thus making data sampling tasks
unreliable [20]. In CAMS, all sensing modules but the location
module require the main application screen to be open to work,
which may lead to missing data if the user forgets to open the
app or inadvertently closes it. Furthermore, it increases battery
consumption and overall phone resource usage and is arguably
more intrusive than triggering the app to run in the background
for periodic short-lived sensing tasks. Sensus works in a similar
way, where all the data collection features are tied to user in-
terface components that must be disabled to implement custom
interfaces [45].

• AWARE and mCerebrum partly follow a modular design, while
AwarNS and CAMS follow a completely modular design. AWARE
exposes a monolithic architecture, with support for external plu-
gins to extend its core functionality. At the other end of the
spectrum, mCerebrum encapsulates each module in a separate,
independent app, which means it is not self-contained and re-
quires multiple apps to work. Installation is cumbersome, and
technically, the effort to successfully configure a series of apps to
consistently run in the background on recent Android versions is
not negligible [20,21]. Added to this, keeping users interested in
individual applications is already difficult [85], therefore, having
multiple apps to install, configure and interact with can be a
decisive factor in the abandonment of the end users.

• All open-source solutions, except AWARE, mCerebrum, BEIWE
and LAMP, include automated tests along with source code, thus
increasing trust that the solutions will work as expected in the
conceived usage scenarios and reducing developer onboarding
friction by exposing how the individual software components
work internally in case any adjustments or extensions must be
implemented. Close-sourced solutions could not be analysed in
this regard.

.4. Choosing a solution based on intended use and limitations

In summary, the result of this comparison shows that the AwarNS
ramework stands out when context-based reactive features are re-
uired, as is the case for advanced mobile health interventions in, but
ot limited to, behavioural, mental health and physiological health
onitoring. mCerebrum stands as a strong competitor to AwarNS, but
warNS outperforms mCerebrum in development and deployment sim-
licity, background behaviour and on-device analysis, which are key
eatures for just-in-time interventions as highlighted by [41]. Neverthe-
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ess, in less demanding usage scenarios, other solutions may be a better
fit. For example, for mHealth apps that only require active data collec-
tion, possibly in combination with passive data collection tied to the
actively collected data, any of the commercial platforms (i.e., Comm-
Care, movisensXS and mEMA), ODK, PACO or Sensus are probably a
better option due to the availability of ready-to-use components for
manual input. For applications mainly involving the collection of pas-
sive data, visualised and exported quickly (i.e., via a web dashboard),
and requiring none or almost no custom functionality, RADAR-base,
BEIWE, LAMP or AWARE with server deployment and the default
client app are a good option. Apps that are centred on the delivery
of well-established health tests or data analyses should particularly
consider LAMP, movisensXS, mEMA or mCerebrum, as these have some
pre-defined health-specific artefacts available. Studies or applications
in which it is not necessary to monitor, evaluate or intervene in
the patient’s behaviour on a regular basis, i.e. context-independent
mHealth apps such as patient management apps, treatment diaries, etc.,
should simply consider standard reusable user interface component
solutions. The AwarNS Framework is the tool of choice for mHealth
apps that require reliable passive and active data collection, possibly
involving local (on-phone) analysis of the collected data to provide
timely interventions, and/or have high expectations to bring them into
clinical practice.

7. Conclusion

In this article, we presented the AwarNS Framework, developed
in the context of health and mental health. It implements the sense-
analyse-act paradigm, and is aimed at easing the development of mobile
applications that regularly sample the users and their environment
(sense), analyse this data on-device or server-side (analyse), and per-
form reactive interventions based on this analysis (act). The framework
is based on the design principles of reusability, reliability, privacy,
versatility and testability. It follows a completely modular architecture,
where a core package provides reliable, background task scheduling,
and on top of this, optional modules provide specific sensing, analysis
or intervention tasks. The framework comes with built-in modules to
facilitate the sensing tasks of passively capturing the phone’s location,
scanning nearby Wi-Fi and Bluetooth devices, detecting physical activ-
ity changes, collecting samples from smartphone’s and smartwatch’s
sensors, sampling the phone’s battery level and actively requesting
users’ input through various pre-defined forms (e.g. confirmation, mul-
tiple choice, free answers). The framework also comes with modules
to perform geofencing analysis over the captured locations, and run
machine-learning models on top of the collected samples for pattern
recognition and prediction. It includes a module to locally persist,
export and remotely synchronise the information generated by the
framework. It comes with a notifications module that facilitates the
delivery of assessments and interventions. In addition, it includes a
tracing module that facilitates debugging and error reporting in com-
plex task workflows. Last but not least, it allows the developers to
implement their own sensing, analysis, acting and common features,
i.e., the framework is completely extensible.

AwarNS stands out for working transparently in the background,
allowing to perform complex custom data analysis, data filtering and
transformation tasks right on the phone, even offline, acquiring both
active and passive data and delivering both assessments and interven-
tions. These can be triggered time-based, or based on the collected
data or the results of the conducted analyses. AwarNS is not an out-of-
the-box or no-code solution, i.e., it does not come with a ready-made
and (limitedly) configurable mobile application and Web dashboard.
Instead, it is a software framework that provides developers with
the basic building blocks to develop sense-analyse-act context-aware
reactive (mHealth) mobile applications.

AwarNS has been used to implement a variety of mobile appli-
cations applied in clinical practice, addressing different health and

mental health assessments and interventions. Among them, presented
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in this article, a mobile application that applies geofencing based on the
smartphone’s GPS sensor, to deliver psycho-educational notifications
when the patients enter or leave an area of interest (i.e. panic disorder,
agoraphobia, gambling disorder), an application that instruments the
TUG test using smartwatch IMU sensors, which show promising results
when compared to manual tests, and an application that allows detailed
guided exposure therapy in places that provoke emotional discomfort.

As future work, we plan to expand the framework’s features, both
in sensing (i.e. support additional sensors), analysis (i.e. built-in vs
external analysis) and acting (i.e. novel intervention modules). We
will also evaluate the possibility of extracting and publishing, as new
independent modules, concrete health features from the implemented
and future applications. All are possible due to the extensibility of the
AwarNS framework. In this sense, we also plan to continue maintaining
and improving the current functionality of the framework, both at the
core and in the different modules. Application-wise, we foresee the use
of AwarNS as a basis of a variety of modern mobile health solutions,
which sense the users and their environment, provide custom analysis
to yield (mental) health markers, and perform just-in-time interventions
based on the performed analysis. Nevertheless, AwarNS is a versatile
framework, not limited to health. We foresee applications in other areas
where the sense-analyse-act paradigm is applicable, not only to track
people (e.g., to conduct behaviour studies, passive crowdsourcing, etc.),
but also to monitor and activate objects with embedded or attached
Android-based sensing devices. For example, in fleet management, asset
tracking or B2C services; scenarios that involve observing and reacting
to changes in the status of certain assets (e.g. goods) throughout their
lifecycle.

Software access and code availability

The AwarNS framework is completely open for anyone to use. It has
been published both to GitHub1 and Zenodo [37]. The code repository
contains extensive documentation on the use and extension of the
framework, and a demo application, to immediately test the features
that the framework offers.
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